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RPC Installation Guide.txt. Go to the folder where you have stored the RPM package for RAC
4.1.6.Share this: Does the Hispanic population have a more favorable attitude than whites toward
illegal immigration? A 2006 Pew Research Center study found that Hispanics strongly favor higher
immigration levels, although their concern about unauthorized immigrants is only average. That is
not to say that Hispanics have a positive view of illegal immigration or that people of other races
have a negative view, simply that white people tend to hold negative views of illegal immigration.
According to the study: Overall, about six-in-ten Hispanics (60%) say the levels of immigration into
the United States should be increased, more than four-in-ten (42%) view it as about right, and 9%

say it should be decreased. Whites are about twice as likely as blacks to say the level of immigration
is about right (38% among whites, but only 19% among blacks). The overall negative view of illegal

immigration is shared across all demographic groups that Pew analyzed. Among non-Hispanics,
whites (67%) are far more likely than blacks (44%) or Hispanics (42%) to say the level of immigration

is about right. When asked why they feel this way, Hispanics overwhelmingly attribute increased
immigration to pressure from other countries to accept more immigrants, and an almost equal

number say that immigrants make it easier for people to find jobs. At a practical level, Hispanics
believe that immigration should be increased because more immigrants mean more jobs and higher

wages. More than half (56%) say that more immigrants are a good thing for the U.S. economy, a
view shared by only about half of whites (54%). Black Americans (19%) and whites (39%) are far
more likely than Hispanics (3%) to say that an increase in the number of immigrants would hurt
them personally. Most Hispanics think an increase in the number of immigrants will make little

difference to the average working-class Hispanic. (For blacks, this view is even more widespread –
83% say that an increase in immigration would make little difference to them personally, and 29%
say it would hurt them.) The negative view that Hispanic immigrants have of illegal immigration is

rooted in their self-interest – a majority of Hispanic immigrants have entered the country legally, and
they don’t want to have to compete with someone who has overstayed their visa. Pew asked

Hispanic immigrants:
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